
 

 

Commission on Devolution in Wales  

 

MEMORANDUM BY ALAN TRENCH  

 

(Honorary fellow, School of Social and Political Studies, University of Edinburgh; honorary 

senior research associate, The Constitution Unit, University College London; Professor of 

Politics, University of Ulster, from 1 July 2013; non-practising solicitor admitted in England 

and Wales)  

 

1. This purpose of this memorandum, submitted following  my meeting with the Commission 

on 3 May 2013 for Part II of its inquiry, is to draw attention to some key issues regarding 

devolution of further functions, the ‘reserved powers’ model, and a possible Welsh legal 

jurisdiction.  In particular, I wish to comment on various proposals made and propositions 

advanced by the Welsh Government in their evidence to you.
1
  I will also comment on one 

issue arising from the Wales Office’s evidence, that of the civil service.   

 

Advantages of the ‘reserved powers’ model  

 

2. Moving to a ‘reserved powers’ model of conferring functions on the National Assembly 

would have a number of significant benefits.  It would provide for greater legal certainty, 

and reduce the possibility of functions widely understood by the general public to be 

devolved being held to be beyond devolved law-making competence on grounds of what 

may be seen as ‘technicalities’.  The reserved powers model provides for greater certainty 

about devolved competence at the margin, as it means those claiming devolved legislation 

is beyond competence have to identify the reservation that limits it, rather than forcing 

those claiming it is within competence to point to the power or powers making it lawful.  

To use the language of statute, anyone challenging legislation has to prove that its subject 

matter ‘relates to’ a reserved matter, rather than the devolved government having to be able 

to show the legislation ‘relates’ to one of the devolved subjects.  This model has proved to 

be robust and legally effective in the context of devolution for Scotland and (in a somewhat 

different form) Northern Ireland.   

 

3. This is not a question of favouring ‘more’ or ‘less’ devolution.  It is about making it easier 

to ensure legal certainty about the extent of devolved powers, and about ensuring that the 

legal character of the settlement conforms with public expectations of what it is meant to 

deliver.  The danger otherwise is that the Assembly may be unable to do in law what the 

public reasonably expect it to be able do.  In that sense, given strong public support for 

devolved government (manifested in the March 2011 referendum and numerous opinion 

surveys, including those cited by the Welsh Government in their evidence and the St 

David’s Day polls commissioned by BBC Wales), the issue here is about the legitimacy of 

government, at both UK and Welsh levels.     

 

                                                 
1
 Welsh Government Evidence submitted by the Welsh Government to the Commission on Devolution in Wales, 

WG17658, 18 February 2013.   
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4. I should add that I remain unconvinced by the arguments advanced by the Welsh Govern-

ment about an unallocated ‘third category’ of powers (paragraphs 7-8 of their evidence).  

While the practical task of establishing exactly what is or is not devolved can be tricky, the 

principle at present is clear; if a subject is not expressly within the National Assembly’s 

competence, as defined in Schedule 7 to the Government of Wales Act 2006 (or devolved 

on the executive level to the Welsh Government), it is not devolved at all.  The fact that 

something is omitted means it is excluded, in just the same way that express exceptions and 

restrictions are excluded.  The contrary view would have a number of difficult practical 

applications, not just creating ambiguity where in my view none exists, but also for the 

working of the Sewel convention regarding Westminster legislation affecting devolved 

matters.  If there is a large area of ambiguity about the extent of devolved powers, there 

would similarly be an ambiguity whether the Assembly needs to consent to UK legislation 

relating to functions not either devolved or expressly excepted.  (As an aside, it is worth 

noting that the Welsh Government has not acted on the basis of such supposed ambiguity 

when it comes to the application of that convention.)   

 

The relationship between separate legal jurisdictions and the reserved powers model  

 

5. There are problems with putting a ‘reserved powers’ model in place for Wales.  In 

particular, in my view, there is a significant tension between seeking to maintain a shared 

legal jurisdiction with England and also maintaining a substantial measure of legal 

similarity between England and Wales.  It seems to me that moving to the reserved powers 

model without also establishing a separate legal jurisdiction for Wales would be very 

difficult if one also wished to preserve a shared body of private law for England and Wales.  

Perhaps paradoxically, it seems to me that it would be easier to maintain that shared body 

of law if there were two legal jurisdictions not one.   

 

6. There is no significant problem if one were willing to contemplate a large variation in 

private law between England and Wales.  One would simply omit reference to those 

matters in the list of reserved matters, and it would be open to the National Assembly to 

legislate so that the law of contract, tort, etc, could be different in Wales from England.  

That is the case for Northern Ireland and indeed Scotland, subject to restrictions to ensure a 

common system where it relates to the UK internal market (so matters like company law 

and ‘business associations’, consumer protection and employment law are all reserved 

matters in relation to Scotland).  This appears to be the approach envisaged by the Welsh 

Government, though it is implicit rather than expressly stated in their evidence to you.  (I 

am advised privately that this is what they have in mind, however.)   

 

7. The Welsh Government’s approach strikes me as problematic in two respects.  On one 

hand, it involves a fundamental sleight of hand; it transfers responsibility for key matters 

without making a clear and open declaration that this is what is happening.  In reality this is 

the substance of establishing a separate legal jurisdiction, perhaps even more than would be 

strictly necessary to establish a separate jurisdiction (see further below), but it tries to 

dodge the political and practical difficulties that doing so explicitly would involve.  On the 

other, it creates the potentially hazardous situation of enabling aspects of the substantive 
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law affecting tort, contract and so forth to vary widely between England and Wales – but 

without the clear signal that such differences are likely, which a separate legal jurisdiction 

provides.  There are already reasons to believe that English lawyers (in particular) tend to 

overlook the impact of devolved legislation when they act in cases with a Welsh factor.  

This move would greatly aggravate that possibility.  In my view, if there is to be such a 

difference between England and Wales, it should be plainly signalled by establishing a 

separate legal jurisdiction.  

 

8. In any case, there are good practical reasons to seek to minimise differences in private law, 

given the high level of movement of people and business transactions across the English-

Welsh border.  To do that while retaining a shared legal jurisdiction would mean reserving 

to the UK Parliament such matters as land law, the law of contract and tort, and so forth.  

The National Assembly would be unable to legislate for such matters, and Westminster 

(alone) would be able to do so.   

 

9. The problem is that it seems to me that this would cause an inevitable degree of legal 

uncertainty when the Assembly legislated on matters that affected reserved matters as well 

as devolved (non-reserved) ones.  Take the hypothetical example of a National Assembly 

bill regarding the use of private finance initiative funding in the NHS or education sector in 

Wales (both being devolved), which sought to limit the ability of schools or hospital boards 

to enter into PFI transactions.  As matters stand, such a bill would be within devolved 

competence, and a National Assembly responsible for organisation and funding of the NHS 

or education should be able to legislate for this as a matter of general principle.  That bill 

may ‘relate to’ devolved (non-reserved) functions like health or education, but it also 

affects reserved ones like the law of contract in a way that may create significant differ-

ences in how the law operates, as a restriction on PFI would mean that NHS bodies in 

Wales would have no power to enter into a transaction that would be lawful if entered into 

in England.  At what point is the impact on the reserved area of law so great that the 

devolved legislation exceeds the Assembly’s legislative competence?  This will raise a 

major issue of legal certainty, and create significant problems for those drafting legislation 

for the National Assembly.  The point is not that this question cannot eventually be 

resolved.  Obviously, it can.  It is that resolving it is a legally complex, potentially time 

consuming task, on which there may be serious disagreements between the various bodies 

involved.  (Bear in mind that the Welsh Government, National Assembly Presiding Officer, 

the Secretary of State for Wales, the Attorney General and possibly other Whitehall 

departments will each have a direct role in the process, and need to be satisfied that 

Assembly legislation is within devolved competence – whether or not the matter goes to 

the courts.)  The process of resolving the issue itself may add to problems of a lack of 

certainty, which will affect third parties (contractors with the NHS, for example).  It will 

also unquestionably obstruct and delay the process of policy-making and political decision-

making.  Such a confused situation should not form part of a considered constitutional 

settlement.   

 

10. The alternative approach would be to establish a separate legal jurisdiction, and reserve to 

the UK Parliament the law of Wales regarding matters such as contract or liability in tort.  
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The National Assembly would be able to legislate in a way that affected non-reserved 

matters, and so long as the legislation did not ‘relate to’ a reserved matter, incidental 

effects on them (as now, and as is the case in Scotland) would not lead to devolved legis-

lation being beyond competence.  The hypothetical bill on PFI in the NHS or education 

sectors would clearly ‘relate to’ reserved matters, therefore be within devolved compe-

tence.  While a certain degree of uncertainty at the margin is unavoidable, especially if the 

devolved legislature were to seek to stretch the limits of its competence, this approach 

would in fact offer much greater legal certainty for devolved legislation while preserving 

commonality of substantive private law.  Evidence of this is how effectively it has worked 

in Scotland since 1999, with few legal challenges and no case where devolved legislation 

there has been held by the courts to exceed devolved competence.   

 

What a Welsh legal jurisdiction might involve and needs to involve  

 

11. I note that a variety of views have been expressed about what a legal jurisdiction would 

‘need’ to involve in evidence to you, and debates about this subject elsewhere.  Arguments 

have been advanced that a legal jurisdiction would be meaningless, or impossible, without 

devolving criminal justice (meaning policing, the criminal courts, prisons and probation, as 

well as the substantive criminal law). There are also arguments that a legal jurisdiction 

would need to involve the devolution of civil justice – meaning such areas as the civil 

courts and justice system, as well as substantive civil law (contract, tort, land law, etc).  

This reasoning underlies the reluctance of the Welsh Government, in its evidence, to call 

for the establishment of a legal jurisdiction for the time being.   

 

12. I have no view about the desirability or otherwise of devolving some or all of these func-

tions.  I do not accept, however, that there is any necessary linkage between establishing a 

legal jurisdiction and devolving them.  It seems to me that there is a wide range of choice 

here, and that the arguments about a legal jurisdiction have become a ‘Christmas tree’ to 

which advocates of particular outcomes are attaching claims for their own desired item.  In 

this case, the Christmas tree either then seems to grow in size so that it is dispropor-

tionately large for the constitutional house in which it is to fit, or to topple over under the 

weight of all the items attached to it.    

 

13. There is no good reason, in my view, why a ‘minimal’ legal jurisdiction for Wales could 

not be established at least in the first instance.  The key characteristics of a legal jurisdic-

tion are a defined geographical area, and a defined (or identifiable) body of law that applies 

in that area.  There is no reason why the body of law should be unique to that area, and 

there are plenty of reasons, in a Welsh context, for maintaining close connections with 

‘English’ law.  There are instances where the laws in one jurisdiction are largely similar to 

those in another, such as between England-and-Wales and Northern Ireland, or between 

states and provinces in a number of federal systems.  Establishing a Welsh jurisdiction, 

with two law-making bodies (the National Assembly and UK Parliament – as is the case 

for Scotland and Northern Ireland) would necessarily involve declaring that Wales was a 

distinct legal jurisdiction from a specific date.  Laws would continue in force in the new 

jurisdiction as they had been in England and Wales immediately before its establishment, 
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subject to such changes as the National Assembly might make and provided such changes 

were within devolved competence.  In some areas, law might continue to operate in 

common by agreement rather than because of a constitutional requirement; the Uniform 

Acts operating in a number of areas of civil law in the United States, particularly the 

Uniform Commercial Code, are an example.   

 

14. A new jurisdiction would need to have an identifiable system of courts, and professions of 

legal practitioners entitled to practise within Wales and appear before Welsh courts.  There 

would therefore need to be Welsh county courts, a High Court and Court of Appeal of 

Wales, and Welsh solicitors and barristers.  (The UK Supreme Court would necessarily 

remain UK-wide, with a role in relation to each jurisdiction within the United Kingdom.)  

These courts do not, however, necessarily have to be ‘separate’ in the sense of having 

different organisation, accountability or other arrangements from those in England.  There 

is no reason why some or all of the Welsh (and English) courts could not be the same as 

present courts of England-and-Wales at least for a period, and the judges presently 

appointed to those courts entitled equally to sit as judges of England and of Wales.  Some 

court business would be ‘Welsh’ business, and in that capacity the courts would be the 

courts of Wales.  Other business would concern cases under English law, and in that 

capacity the courts would be those of England.   

 

15. The general presumption would no doubt be that courts dealing with Welsh business would 

sit in Wales, and that English business would be dealt with in England.  However, there 

would be good reasons for that to be a principle not a rule, as many exceptions might be 

needed (urgent interlocutory applications, for example, or the hearing of cases calling for 

specialist judicial expertise).  Decisions about (for example) who was appointed to the 

courts, the funding of them, or their organisation and administration could remain with the 

Secretary of State for Justice as at present, unless and until there was a decision to devolve 

them.   

 

16. Similarly, the constitution of distinct professions of Welsh solicitors and barristers would 

not involve constituting those as separate from counterparts in England – again, unless and 

until there were a decision to devolve them.
2
  Indeed, there would be good reasons to allow 

individuals who presently practise or sit in both Wales and England to continue to do so, 

and to enable Wales to draw on specialist expertise that exists within the shared jurisdiction 

that a separate Welsh one might not be able to support (for example, in areas such as 

Chancery work, intellectual property or admiralty and shipping).
3
  This might mean that 

lower courts (magistrates’ and county courts, perhaps) would be exclusively Welsh and 

staffed by judges whose appointment was limited to Wales and who had no jurisdiction in 

                                                 
2
 In relation to solicitors, there would be no reason why there could not be a ‘Law Society of Wales’ separate from 

England, since the Law Society’s role is now representative and social – though the point of that would be limited 

if matters concerning the profession were still located at UK level.  Regulatory functions are undertaken by the 

Solicitors’ Regulatory Authority.    
3
 Even if Welsh courts were to become distinct from those in England, there might be arguments to continue to 

share a court of appeal as well as Supreme Court.   
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relation to English matters, but that the High Court and Court of Appeal would be joint 

ones, applying different bodies of law as the case before them demanded.   

 

17. Whether some of all of the functions regarding the courts and the legal system should be 

devolved to the National Assembly or Welsh Government is a separate question.  It could 

be left for future resolution, as the Welsh Government suggests.    

 

Devolution of criminal justice and related matters 

 

18. Experience elsewhere in the common-law world illustrates the range of possibilities that 

are possible.  On the one hand, the common law has difficulties in coping with significant 

legal variations within one jurisdiction.  In federal systems such as the United States, Aus-

tralia or Canada, each state or province and each territory constitutes a legal jurisdiction in 

its own right (as well as there being a distinct federal jurisdiction – a key difference from 

the devolved United Kingdom).
4
  These can vary significantly in geographical and popula-

tion size (Canada probably supplies the extreme examples; the territory of Nunavut has a 

population of 31,000, the province of Ontario 12.8 million).  The idea of having legislative 

powers but no separate legal jurisdiction would strike most people in such systems as 

absurd.  In Australia and the US, there are separate and parallel systems of federal and 

provincial courts.  In Australia, the jurisdiction of the High Court of Australia (that 

country’s highest court) over state supreme courts ensures (inter alia) shared principles of 

common law, though it does not debar state legislatures passing legislation affecting the 

working of the common law.    

 

19. Canada provides an example of complex arrangements to accommodate a division of 

powers regarding criminal justice between provincial and federal orders of government.  

The substantive criminal law is a federal matter.  Policing is a provincial one (though some 

provinces appoint the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, the federal force, to provide poli-

cing services).  The court system, the administration of justice more generally (save for 

specifically federal matters), and civil and property law are also provincial matters.  Only at 

the highest appellate level do cases go from provincial courts to the Supreme Court of 

Canada (which is a federal court).  Both federal and provincial governments operate 

prisons, with longer-term prisoners (those sentenced to two years or longer) in the custody 

of the Correctional Service of Canada and those with shorter sentences normally in 

provincial prisons.  While this level of complexity is unusual, it illustrates how such 

functions can be divided between tiers of government with reasonable effectiveness.   

 

20. It is also worth addressing the suggestion by the Welsh Government that a new Govern-

ment of Wales bill should include provision for the devolution of crime and justice 

functions at some future date.  Given the scale and complexity of the issues involved, that 

is an unattractive approach.  While it may be attractive to include the bulk of the provisions 

needed in a single bill and make most use of the legislative ‘slot’ that a new Government of 

                                                 
4
 In all three of these systems, ‘territories’ have their own legislatures and extensive responsibilities, but may have 

their laws or actions blocked by the federal level.   
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Wales bill would provide, that is unlikely to be practical.  Numerous statutes were needed 

to secure the devolution of justice and policing to Northern Ireland, despite the fact that on 

the surface a mechanism already existed within the Northern Ireland Act 1998 to do that by 

order.
5
  In any case, there are likely to be significant changes in such functions if there is 

any interval between legislating for devolution and implementing it, and complicated legal 

mechanisms might be needed to secure that.  That was the case with the four-year interval 

between passing the Government of Wales Act 2006 and bringing the Part 4 provisions for 

primary law-making powers into effect.  The longer the interval between passing 

legislation and bringing it into effect, the greater the problems that are likely to arise when 

it does come into effect.   

 

The National Assembly and functions of ministers of the Crown 

 

21. There remain issues about the position of ministers of the Crown, and whether the National 

Assembly should have the power to alter their pre-commencement functions.  As matters 

stand, the Assembly has no such power unless either the Secretary of State consents or the 

powers are merely incidental and consequential to legislation for devolved purposes.
6
  That 

latter test may have been amplified by the UK Supreme Court opinion regarding the Local 

Government Byelaws (Wales) bill, [2012] UKSC 53, but it has also become more sub-

jective as a result.  It now means that devolved legislation touching on UK ministerial 

functions is more likely to fall within devolved competence, but also that this involves a 

greater degree of judgement by Welsh Government, the presiding officer and her advisers, 

Wales Office and the courts to determine those boundaries.  The text may have become 

more supportive of devolved powers but also more complex.  The move to a ‘reserved 

powers’ model would do nothing, in itself, to alter this position.   

 

22. I can claim no direct involvement in the framing of the Government of Wales Act 2006 

was being framed, but I have the impression that this provision was couched in such wide 

terms not to just to minimise the scope for Assembly legislation affecting functions 

retained at UK level, but also because of the practical difficulties presented in identifying 

what those functions actually were.  That appears also to have been the case when the 

Government of Wales Act 1998 was framed.  In both cases, pressures of time and the scale 

and complexity of the task of identifying substantive UK functions appeared to have played 

a major part in constitutional design.  That is not a desirable way to frame constitutional 

provisions.  The Commission’s work presents an opportunity for a more reflective 

approach to this (and other issues), where Welsh provisions merit a more considered 

approach.   

 

23. The situation for Wales is quite different to that for Scotland, where the Scottish Parliament 

has power to alter the functions of UK ministers if and insofar as those relate to devolved 

                                                 
5
 These were ‘reserved’ matters within the meaning of section 4 of the Northern Ireland Act 1998.  As such, it 

would have been possible to remove them from that list and transfer them by an order under section 4(2) of the 

1998 Act.  There is a generous power to make consequential orders relating to such a transfer, under section 86 of 

the Act.  Nonetheless, primary legislation was used to accomplish this further measure of devolution.   
6
 See section 108(4) GWA 2006, and paragraphs 1 and 6 of Schedule 7 to the Act.   
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matters – meaning, of course, anything not expressly reserved to the UK Parliament.
7
  The 

options to address this would seem to be:  

 

a. To institute the Scottish practice and remove the prohibition on devolved legislation 

affecting UK ministerial functions, so long as legislation ‘relates to’ non-reserved 

(devolved) matters.  As well as political considerations, this would raise problems 

because there are many more such functions than for Scotland, due to over 400 

years of legal entanglement between Wales and England and a much shorter period 

of administrative devolution.   

b. To seek to limit the extent to which the current prohibition in fact restrains the 

National Assembly (or to make that more transparent), by limiting the prohibition 

to a specified list of UK ministerial functions rather than any function which might 

be identified, possibly post facto, by the Secretary of State.  That would enable key 

UK interests to be protected, but without placing an undue constraint on the 

National Assembly.  The detailed consideration of these issues in the Secretary of 

State’s evidence to the Commission provides a basis for drawing up such a list. 
8
  

c. By limiting the power of the National Assembly as a present, but requiring the 

Secretary of State to give notice that it considers a minister of the Crown function 

to be affected at an early stage in consideration of the bill by the National Assembly 

– for example, by the end of Stage I – so that in default of any notice by the Secre-

tary of State the bill could be presumed to be within devolved competence and the 

Secretary of State would be debarred from any later challenge on this ground.  This 

would involve a procedural rather than a legal change.   

 

The civil service  

 

24. It is worth making a comment on the position of the Home Civil Service, as the Wales 

Office draws attention to this in its evidence (on pp. 75-77).  The Wales Office supports the 

status quo, by which employment by the Welsh Government constitutes service in the 

Home Civil Service, and draws attention to the advantages of this particularly in ensure a 

unified, politically neutral civil service.  That evidence mentions the existence of a separate 

civil service code for Wales, but not the delegation by which the Welsh Government is able 

to organise the civil service in a way that meets Welsh requirements.  That delegation is, in 

my view, central to the effective working to date of a single home civil service in which 

officials serve politically distinct governments, though it is now hard to find.
9
  However, 

the idea of something that now has considerable constitutional (not just practical) 

importance resting on a delegation from the UK Prime Minister in his capacity as Minister 

                                                 
7
 This owes its origin to an opinion of the UK Attorney General of about 2002.  The opinion is not published, but 

the conclusion is in the public domain thanks to the UK Government’s Devolution Guidance Note 15 Scottish 

Legislative proposals giving Devolved Powers and Functions to UK Bodies, updated November 2005, available 

from https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/devolution-guidance-notes  
8
 Wales Office UK Government’s Evidence to the Commission on Devolution in Wales.  Part II: The Welsh 

Devolution Settlement, March 2013, available at 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/187130/Silk_II_-

_UK_Government_Evidence.pdf  
9
 The delegation appears to be that first made in 1999 as part of the preparations for devolution then.  While it was 

formerly available online, it no longer is.    

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/devolution-guidance-notes
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/187130/Silk_II_-_UK_Government_Evidence.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/187130/Silk_II_-_UK_Government_Evidence.pdf
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for the Civil Service is uncomfortable.  Such a delegation could be unilaterally changed or 

even rescinded, without warning.  Given the importance it now has, the delegation needs a 

stronger constitutional foundation than that.   

 

25. Moreover, the Wales Office position is based on an assumption that the UK Government’s 

approach to the organisation and management of the civil service will be acceptable to the 

Welsh Government.  While this has been the case up to now, debates about changes at UK 

level – particularly in relation to political involvement in appointments at the level of 

permanent secretary – will raise questions about that in the future.  Any change to arrange-

ments for those serving the UK Government will need to be translated to Wales as well.  

As matters stand, paragraph 5.2.1. (b) of the Civil Service Management Code, June 2011 

version, provides:  

 

Under the Civil Service (Management Functions) Act 1992, the Prime Minister has 

delegated the authority to appoint Permanent Secretaries and other Top 200 appoint-

ments in the devolved administrations to the Head of the Home Civil Service. 

 

Under the code, Whitehall appointments are made by the Prime Minister on advice from 

the Head of the Home Civil Service.  The provision for devolved appointments means that 

there is no UK ministerial involvement in the appointment of a Welsh permanent secretary 

(or a Scottish one), and other senior official appointments; political differences between 

governments mean that this would clearly now be inappropriate.  However, it remains to be 

seen how a Head of the Home Civil Service would approach his or her task, if Wales chose 

to adopt a different process for appointing a permanent secretary or other senior officials to 

that applying in Whitehall departments.  The code assumes that the arrangements for 

appointment – criteria for appointment and process of selecting the best candidate – will be 

the same, and that may soon cease to be the case.   

 

26. More broadly, if the desire were to maintain the status quo in practice regarding the civil 

service working for the Welsh Government, that is likely to necessitate a number of 

changes to the existing arrangements.  Changes under active consideration at UK level will 

have an impact on the status quo.   

 

 

 

 

Alan Trench  

4 June 2013  


